
RHS OCTOBER 20, 2021 EXECUTIVE BOARD MTG 

• Attendance: President Donnell, VP Kilgus, Treas Hickey, Secy Price, 

Members Harrington, Garrity, Flay, McClanahan, Case Bowen Acct Mgr 

Horvath 

 

• Starry Internet – none of the board are very happy with the business 

tactics Starry and the rep Ellis Wallinger has presented to us. Ellis hasn’t 

truly been forthcoming with all the board has needed to correctly 

consider the service. Steve, Pam, Price, Horvath did a walk around with 

Ellis and her installation rep to brainstorm alternative mounting.  Design 

modification and mountings have been discussed. The board has decided 

to request a detailed diagram for a vertical mount on roof peak trim 

pieces. We will further discuss and decide from there what action to 

take. 

• Invoices 

Board voted to pay BrightView for the mulch they spread in October that 

they didn’t thoroughly spread in Spring in some areas of the complex. 

Not desirable, but as sufficient as might have been earlier in the year. 

Board is to meet with or lay out expectations, again, what needs to be 

corrected behind Schuylkill where French drains and catch basins aren’t 

as we’re expected from what had been agreed upon with BrightView to 

solve drainage problems. OBA is to be finishing some of the tie in work 

on the drain basins. Will table bill for now. 

Approved to pay Muth for repair carport on 5123-5125 Sansom.1 

Moravian East to Wear length behind units – approved to pay $2,014.46 

to clean out weeded fence line.  
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• Miscellaneous 

Pool companies being investigated for what options RHS has to repair or 

replace our pool(s). We have concrete so many companies don’t work 

concrete, only fiberglass. Because economics and fewer employees in 

the marketplace, companies don’t have materials and/or personnel to 

offer quotes or solutions until  such time as year 2024. Poseidon Pools 

was supposed to get with RHS to work possible solutions, but that hasn’t 

happened even with Kathi’s repeated inquiries. 

Marina Ruiz talked to board after regular meeting presenting her 

concerns and diagram of their basement and why she and Dr Ruiz have 

decided against the total downstairs project and only want one wall 

worked by OBA to hopefully be all that’s needed to control water issues. 

Kathi and the board sympathize, but if residents don’t have whole 

project completed, any further damage that shows if just one wall 

worked, residents would be liable for the balance of the work to correct 

the issues. We do it all now or they pay anything further down the  Over 

the partial work RHS would pay for now. It’s suggested owners contact 

their HOs insurance and a contractor for options.  

Pam brought up gutter topper type product we might want to consider 

again.  

Lisa brought up unit next to theirs where adjoining wall and part of her 

patio has mortar missing. Kathi will have Bow Fish concrete take a look.a 

Discussion of Clubhouse Christmas party plans or not and then 

decoration issues come holidays and any events scheduled during that 

period. Do we decorate, do we hold party?? Further discussion and plans 

soon to be settled. 

 

So respectfully submitted, 

Becky Price  
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